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Cortney and Bob Novogratz take us
inside the contemporary nest that houses
them and their six—yes, six—kids.
by Sue Hostetler
photographs by John Lei
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The whole Novogratz gang.
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SPEND A LITTLE TIME IN THE HOME OF Cortney and Bob Novogratz
and you won’t know what to marvel at first: The couple’s recently completed, jaw-droppingly beautiful, über-contemporary 5,500-square-foot townhouse? The fact that they developed and designed (from the ground up) not
only this space, but almost the entire block of homes on this quaint Soho
street? Or the reality that they have six children—including two sets of twins—
yet are somehow still hip and overflowing with genuine Southern charm and
warmth (she’s originally from Georgia; he’s from Virginia). It’s enough to
impress even the most jaded New Yorker.
Married in 1996 in North Carolina, the Novogratzes soon moved to New
York, where she acted and he worked on Wall Street. Their partnership in
developing, restoring, and designing homes (appropriately called Sixx
Design) was born out of necessity when they renovated their first home, a
brownstone in Chelsea, 10 years ago. “We were on such a tight budget, we
were forced to do it all by ourselves,” remembers Cortney. “The building
was a condemned SRO, and boy, was it a learning process! It was our education.”
They loved the process so much that they rented out the house (to no less
than singer Suzanne Vega), quit their day jobs, and started buying more real
estate. Today Cortney handles architectural drawings and plans, Bob oversees the acquisition and sale of the properties, and both are involved in the
interior design.
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The pair purchased their current home—along with three other buildings
on a tiny lane behind an old police headquarters building—from a family
that had owned them for 100 years. The neighborhood (Soho bordering
Little Italy and Chinatown), which Bob clarifies as “old school and diverse,”
is filled with character and iconic history—both Serpico and Mean Streets
were filmed here. They gutted what had been a dilapidated three-level
building, added two stories, refaced the front (complete with very mod glass
and steel balconies), and topped it off with a basketball court on the roof,
covered in steel mesh. The kitchen and main entertaining space on the
ground floor is outfitted with a retractable garage door that opens onto an
enchanting stone terrace with fountain and trees.
But it’s the interior space, with its totally fresh and idiosyncratic feel, that
really sets this team apart from others working in the real estate and design
worlds. Antiques, flea-market finds, and custom-made furnishings blend
seamlessly with pieces from current designer shops like Moss and
Cappellini, creating a look that’s utterly individual in a world where style
often feels increasingly derivative. “We describe our style as ‘vintage nouveau,’” says Bob. “We mix high and low, vintage and modern—always with
an eclectic twist. With this house we aimed for contemporary and hip, but
with warmth and comfort.”
Adds Cortney, “We love that people come in and go, ‘Holy cow!’ It’s hard
to come up with original ideas that are also functional.”
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The duo is notorious for scouring flea markets, demolition sites, and factories all over the world for salvageable prizes that can be turned into a oneof-a-kind home-furnishing treasures. The oversize clock in the boys’ room
was discovered at an old high school; the funky starburst lights that hang in
the kitchen were found in a 1950s home in Monte Carlo; former Parisian
streetlights adorn the master bath; and two Indonesian four-poster beds add
a dash of the exotic to the girls’ bedroom. The other distinguishing décor
element is the funky yet world-class contemporary art that decorates the
house: The collection includes works by Vik Muniz, Tracey Emin, and
Brendan Cass, and also features an Ann Carrington piece created out of cigarette butts. “We’re attracted to art that has a sense of fun or wit to it,” says
Cortney. But what about the threat of damage from all of those little hands?
“Lots of Plexi framing!” she says with a laugh.
Making the house comfortable for kids and friends alike was clearly a priority. “We had a party here with 500 people and a band on the roof,” says
Cortney. “We wanted people to feel that they could go into any room and
have it be very real and accessible.”
Given the Novogratzes’ expertise at flipping properties (including their
contents, if buyers are so inclined), becoming too attached to their renovat5 GOTHAM

ed homes or the things in them is an occupational hazard they’ve grown
accustomed to over time. “We’ve moved 12 times in 15 years,” recounts Bob.
“One year we moved three times. But this is what we do—we like to transform something from top to bottom. We always have lots of offers to work on
interiors, but we don’t consider ourselves interior designers.” Says Cortney,
“Our taste is always evolving.”
But don’t most New Yorkers with even a couple of kids—let alone six—usually evolve their way right out of the city? Not them, Cortney says. “It’s our
life and marriage, too—and we’re happy because we live in the city. It’s gotten so livable for people with kids; that’s why families aren’t leaving. We’re
also fortunate because we can renovate a large space and have help… but it’s
a luxury that we’ve really had to work for. We hustled and then got lucky
with a great real estate market.”
That hustle is coming in handy now as they work on their three current
projects, including an 8,000-square-foot home on the Westside Highway
(near Richard Meier’s Perry Street Towers) and a boutique inn on the Jersey
Shore, the couple’s first foray into the hotel business.
Let’s hope there are enough rooms for all the kids. [G]
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